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RFC KNOWS BUSINESS
• Full-service business law firm
• Small-firm client communication and
personalization, big firm transactions
and litigation
• Business Transactions and Litigation
• Plaintiff and Defense Work
• Experience counseling small
businesses to multi-million dollar
Fortune 500 companies

AREAS OF PRACTICE
• Banking and Finance

• Mechanics Lien

• Business, Commercial & Corporate
Law

• Outdoor Advertising Billboards

• Construction Law
• Consumer Litigation

• Professional Licensing Liability
Lawyers

• Corporate Securities Transaction

• Real Estate Litigation Tax
Transactions

• Employment Labor Law

• Transportation Law

• Foreclosure Law

• Workers Compensation Defense

• Hospitality Law

• Municipality Law

• Intellectual Property Licensing

• Civil Rights Defense

COVID-19, EMPLOYERS & BUSINESSES
As an employer, expecting the unexpected is difficult during these
unprecedented times. Although much is uncertain, employers can take
numerous measures to maintain the survival of their businesses, while
also keeping employees healthy and safe.

CONSIDERATIONS & AGENDA
The following considerations will be essential for employers reacting to the
COVID-19 pandemic. This presentation will review:
• Workplace Safety and Health Requirements
• Occupational Safety and Health Administration recommendations
• Handling employees with symptoms, recording and reporting requirements

• Paid Leave Requirements
• Current paid leave requirements for exempt and non-exempt employees
• Newly enacted COVID-19 legislation

• Other Employee Pay Considerations
• Layoffs

• COVID-19 Resources and Other Helpful Suggestions for Employers

CURRENT AND FUTURE IMPACTS OF
COVID-19
• “Stay at Home” Orders - Individuals are required to stay at home aside
from leaving to meet their basic needs
• Non-essential businesses closed
• Some construction work may be delayed or halted
• Major economic losses
• Major business losses
• Failure to meet commercial contracts due to COVID-19
• Employees without work, wage reductions, sick employees
• Potential economic recession

HOW IS COVID-19 SPREAD?
• COVID-19 is thought to be spread mainly from person-to-person contact
• Between people who are in close contact with one another (about six
feet)
• Through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs
or sneezes.
• It is also thought that it is possible to contract COVID-19 by touching a
surface where those respiratory droplets have landed, and then touching
one’s nose, mouth or eyes.

WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY - OSHA
• Due to the manner in which COVID-19 is spread, the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) issued updated guidelines on March 9,
2020, specifying what employers should do to protect workers:
• Employees that can work remotely should be encouraged to do so
• Employees that cannot work remotely should adhere to social distancing
• Employees should remain 6 feet apart at all times
• Employees should be in groups of no more than 10
• Suggestions: Staggered work shifts, delivering services remotely,
downsizing operations. Construction projects may also need to be
downsized to meet the 10-person requirement

• Employers should provide alcohol-based sanitizer with at least 60-95%
alcohol

WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY - OSHA
Steps all Employers Can Take to Protect Workers:
• Follow existing OSHA standards:
• OSHA requires that each employer “furnish to
each of his employees employment and a place of
employment which are free from recognized
hazards that are causing or are likely to cause
death or serious physical harm to employees.”
• COVID-19 may be considered a “recognized
hazard”
• Employers should determine where the organization
falls on the COVID-19 risk pyramid

WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY - OSHA
• Most organizations fall into the
medium, or lower risk to exposure
categories. However, organizations
with health workers, laboratories,
healthcare delivery staff, and medical
transport workers, will fall into the
very high, and high risk categories
• Organizations where workers must
work closely together or are exposed to
those who have traveled, will likely be
considered medium risk organizations

WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY - OSHA
Regardless of the Level of Exposure Risk, All Employers Must:
• Prepare to implement basic infection prevention measures
• Develop policies and procedures for prompt identification and isolation
of sick people
• Implement workplace controls
• Sterilize and clean workplaces
*Failure to adequately prepare could result in OSHA violations*

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR
CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES - OSHA
• Although many non-essential businesses are now
closed, in Illinois, construction work is currently
categorized as “Essential Infrastructure” and is
exempt from closure
• Under the exemption, construction projects may
continue construction work as planned, however
construction workers must practice social distancing
and ensure that governmental-mandated safety
standards are still met. Construction companies
should consider:
• Reducing the number of workers on a
construction project per shift
• Implementing staggered work shifts

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR
CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES - OSHA
Construction companies should also implement the following workplace safety measures:
• Communicate key CDC recommendations to staff, tradespeople and inspectors
• Distribute e-mails, posters and job boards with information that encourages sick
people to stay home, to socially distance, and to wash hands
• Do not allow workers to share personal protective equipment or hand tools
• Utilize disposable gloves where appropriate
• Clean surfaces and equipment; sterilize surfaces
• Restrict access to confined areas like offices, small rooms, and field offices
• If allowed, consider submitting required documentation (inspections, certifications)
electronically
• Clean all surfaces of construction equipment including cranes, pavers, gear shift, etc.

REQUESTING INFORMATION FROM
EMPLOYEES
EEOC and ADA Considerations
Generally, the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) and Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) regulate the information that an employer may
collect, or request from employees.
However, during a pandemic, ADA-covered employers
may ask employees if they are experiencing symptoms of
the virus. For COVID-19, these include symptoms such as
fever, chills, cough, shortness of breath, or sore throat.

REQUESTING INFORMATION FROM
EMPLOYEES
When Collecting Information from Employees:
• Employers may not request or collect information that
would be considered a “medical inquiry” under the ADA
• Employers must maintain all information about
employee illnesses as confidential medical records in
compliance with the ADA.
• Employers may encourage employees to voluntarily
measure their body temperature before work. Note that
not all individuals infected with COVID-19 will
experience a fever.
• Employers may request a note from a medical
professional for sick employee returning to work

EMPLOYEE LEAVE – OSHA, EEOC, ADA
Employers may find that many employees fear coming to work due to the risk of COVID-19.
On the other hand, infected employees may want to continue coming to work, with the risk
of spreading the virus. OSHA, the EEOC, and the ADA are instructive on how employers
should handle these situations:
• Fear of COVID-19
• Although employees may not refuse to come to work due to a general fear of being
infected with COVID-19, if there are any specific safety hazards in the workplace,
employees may have a basis for an 11(c) retaliation claim under OSHA. Thus,
employers can require employees to come to work, but could risk an 11(c) retaliation
claim
• Potentially Infected Employees:
• Employers are entitled to ask employees to leave work if it is known that the
employee has been exposed to other individuals infected with COVID-19

COVID-19 REPORTING & OSHA
• Incidents of COVID-19 in the workplace should be
RECORDED if:
• The exposure is work-related
• If the exposure occurred outside of the
workplace, it does not need to be recorded
• The exposure needs to be RECORDED and
REPORTED to OSHA if a sick employee:
• A) Contracted COVID-19 from the workplace
• B) Died or was hospitalized due to the virus

FEDERAL PAID LEAVE REQUIREMENTS
In addition to safety and health considerations, employers must
comply with new federal paid leave requirements, namely the:
“Families First Coronavirus Response Act” – Effective April 2, 2020
Coverage: Requires employers with fewer than 500 employees to provide
emergency paid sick leave and family leave to certain employees directly
impacted by COVID-19
Tax Credits: Each quarter, employers are entitled to a fully refundable tax
credit equal to 100% of the wages paid under either leave provision

PAID LEAVE REQUIREMENTS - FMLA
Emergency Paid FMLA Leave: Requires 12 weeks of job-protected
FMLA Leave for employees to care for children if schools/daycares/care
givers are unavailable or closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Rate of Pay:
• First 10 days are unpaid, but may use paid personal or sick leave
during this time
• After 10 days, employees are paid at 2/3 of their regular rate
• $200/day cap with a $10,000 aggregate cap
• Applies to employees that have worked for at least 30 calendar days

EMERGENCY PAID SICK LEAVE
• In addition to the FMLA, emergency paid sick leave applies to all employees, regardless
of the employee’s length of employment
• Rate of Pay for Emergency Paid Sick Leave
• Sick Leave for the Employee’s Condition (Employee is personally ill)
• Pay is whichever is higher – the employee’s regular rate or applicable minimum
wage
• Pay is capped at $511/day, and $5,110 in the aggregate
• Employee Caring for Another (Employee is out of the office to care for a child)
• Pay is 2/3 of regular rate or applicable minimum wage
• Capped at $200/day or $2,000 in the aggregate
• Amount of Paid Sick Time
• Full time employees = 80 hours (2 weeks paid sick leave)
• Part-time employees = equal to the number of hours that such employee works, on
average over a two-week period

NEW PAID LEAVE REQUIREMENTS &
EXISTING POLICIES
If your organization has existing paid leave policies, the new paid sick leave
legislation is added in ADDITION to whatever sick leave is already offered by
the employer:
• Employers may not require an employee to use other paid leave provided
by the employer before the employee uses the paid sick time under the
Act
• However, nothing prohibits employers from changing their leave
programs after the bill is enacted
• NOTE: BUSINESSES WITH LESS THAN 50 EMPLOYEES MAY BE
EXEMPT FROM THE ACT. If you believe your company meets this
exception, consult legal counsel.

PAY FOR NON-EXEMPT (SALARIED) EMPLOYEES
• Federal law requires pay for all hours worked for non-exempt
(salaried) employees
• Federal law does not require employees to be paid if the employee
chooses not to work
• Non-exempt employees may substitute paid PTO, vacation, or sick
leave when work is missed

REDUCTION IN WORKFORCE
We understand that the COVID-19 pandemic may result in significant business
losses. As a result, employers may be required to make some difficult decisions
regarding reducing the workforce in order to maintain the health of the
business. Employers should consider the following:
• Analyze and base upon business need
• Analyze ERISA Plan
• Follow severance policies
• Be mindful of federal and state level Worker Adjustment and Retraining
Notification Acts (‘WARN Act’)
• Consult with legal counsel

REDUCTION IN WORKFORCE – WARN ACT
• Federal WARN Acts Requirements:
• Requires that qualifying employers provide 60 days’
advance notice of a “plant closing” or “mass layoff”
• Includes businesses with 100 or more employees, excluding
part-time employees or
• 100 or more employees, including part-time employees, who in
the aggregate work at least 4,000 hours per week, exclusive of
overtime

• Possible exceptions: natural disaster or unforeseeable
business circumstances. In this cases, notice may be given
after the event.

REDUCTION IN WORKFORCE – WARN ACT
• Under federal WARN, an unforeseeable business
circumstance is:
• one which is caused by some sudden, dramatic, and
unexpected action; or
• a condition outside the employer's control
• like the unexpected cancellation of a major order or a
natural disaster such as a flood, earthquake, drought,
storm, tidal wave, or similar effects of nature.

REDUCTION IN WORKFORCE – MINI
WARN ACTS
• Sixteen states, with New Jersey being the most recent
addition and New York soon to follow, currently have laws
requiring advance notice to employees or others in the event
of worksite closings or large layoffs.
• Those sixteen states with so-called “mini-WARN” acts are:
• California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Kansas, Maine,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee

and Wisconsin

REDUCTION IN WORKFORCE – MINI
WARN ACTS
• These mini-WARN’s vary greatly in scope and effect:
• Illinois –similar to the WARN Act, but covers employers with 75 employees, and
applies to mass layoffs of 25 or more employees constituting 75% of the
workforce; mass layoff notices are excused for catastrophic emergencies such as
fire, flood or other natural disasters
• Wisconsin – covers employers with 50 or more employees, applies to closings
affecting at least 25 employees, and layoffs of 25% of the workforce or 25
employees, whichever is greater
• Michigan – during natural disasters an employer may give less than 60 days’
notice if the layoff or plant closing results from a natural disaster

REDUCTION IN WORKFORCE – MINI
WARN ACTS
• California – applies to layoffs involving 50 employees in facilities with 75 or
more employees, but does not require that one-third of the workforce be affected,
like the WARN Act; also does not recognize the business circumstances
exception
• Maine – applies to all employers, with only WARN-like exception to notice
requirement being physical calamity (but does include other exceptions: a labor
contract providing for severance exists, employee accepts a job offer at new
facility, or the employee is employed for less than three years).
• Massachusetts – employers with 50 or more employees at a facility must provide
notice; the state bills employers for reemployment assistance it provides up to a
13-week maximum, which amount is reduced for every week of advance notice
provided by the employer.

VIOLATION OF WARN ACT
• WARN is very easy to comply with:
• Provide notice 60 days ahead of covered event
or qualify for an exemption
• Cost is limited to the letters drafted and sent

• NOTE: WARN is very expensive to violate:
• WARN Act provides lost pay and benefits to
each employee who should have received
noticed for the full period that notice should
have been provided but wasn’t, up to 60 days
• All employers should comply with the WARN
ACT, even in light of the pandemic

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS AND
REMINDERS
As a final reminder, please remember that laws, regulations, and local orders are
subject to change based on the progression of COVID-19. Thus, it is important to
continuously review new information that could have an impact on your business.

Additionally, although federal laws are instructive as general guidelines, it is
imperative that employers review state and local law as well as collective bargaining
agreements to maintain compliance with wage, labor and employment standards.
Consult with legal counsel if you are unsure about what laws are applicable to your
business.

COVID-19 LEGAL RESOURCES
While it is undeniable that the continuing spread and fear of COVID-19 throughout the world has
caused significant disruptions, Rock Fusco & Connelly, LLC is committed to continuing to provide
responsive and exemplary service to our clients. RFC will continue to update its LinkedIn and
Facebook pages with COVID-19 related legal updates. Stay up-to-date at:
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/rock-fusco-&-connelly-llc/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/rockfuscoconnelly/

Other Helpful Resources:
OSHA & COVID-19: https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf
EEOC Guidance: https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/newsroom/wysk/wysk_ada_rehabilitaion_act_coronavirus.cfm
Pay Legislation: https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/6201/text

CONTACT ROCK FUSCO & CONNELLY, LLC
For legal consultation or questions, please contact the
attorneys of Rock Fusco & Connelly, LLC at:
Phone: (312) 494-1000
WWW.ROCKFUSCOCONNELLY.COM or at:
Matthew P. Connelly – mpc@rfclaw.com
John J. Rock – jrock@rfclaw.com

